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Executive Summary 

 

Deliverable D7.7 “ Open Data Pilot and Community Outreach Strategy Document” has a two-fold objective 
as described in the DoA. The document summarises the datasets which are available through OPENAIRE to 
the scientific community and the general public  

 

The data sets that constitute the participation of the EU-CIRCLE project to the Open Data Pilot, namely the 
Virtual City – SimICI and its properties and metadata according to the D9.8 “Data Management Plan” and 
respective deliverables in WP2, WP3 and WP4.  

 

The planned and implemented outreach strategy to promote the data to the scientific community that has 
been implemented during the course of this project and how the data will be curated past its lifetime.  
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1 Introduction 

 

The scope of this Deliverable is to present the participation of EU-CIRCLE to the Open Data Pilot and the 
outreach activities to support this initiative. The activities include the planning phase when the community 
outreach strategy was decided by the consortium, the activities that have been implemented during the 
project lifetime and those that will be continued post-termination date. 

 

The EU-CIRCLE project decided to participate in the Open Data Pilot after its first amendment – January 
2016, as the consortium believed that it the produced virtual data set would be of significant added value 
to the scientific community. As critical infrastructures, and their location, design and operational 
characteristics, interconnections and impacts are highly sensitive data, not publicly available, and there is 
an increased amount of scientists working in this domain, the consortium identified this opportunity as 
being of high interest once the project is finished. The data that have been used for the Open Data Pilot, 
are those of the Virtual City – SimICI and also include the scenarios that have been presented in D7.4.    

 

In parallel the consortium designed and implemented a community outreach strategy that has been 
implemented well in advance to the DoA description. Part of this strategy is the Deliverable 7.5 “Open 
invitation to non-consortium members”, which was an open call to the scientific community to contribute 
to SimICI. The performed activities generated an interest to the project as was reported by the feedback 
during conferences and workshops, were consortium members participated.    

 

The document has the following format. Initially, (Chapter 2) the reasons why EU-CIRCLE opted to 
participate in the Open Data Pilot are presented, followed by a short description of the data introduced to 
OPENAIRE platform (Chapter 3). The final part of the deliverable (Chapter 4) introduces the community 
outreach strategy.   
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2 EU-CIRCLE participation in Open Data Pilot 

Chapter 2 of this deliverable introduces the rationale behind the decision of the consortium to participate 
in the Open Data Pilot of H2020. It serves mainly to highlight the difficulty of the project, as with many 
others in the field of critical infrastructures to make accurate and verifiable data available to the 
community.  

2.1 The EU Initiative on Open Research Data Pilot 

 

The EC approach on Open Research Data Pilot aims to make the research data generated by Horizon 2020 
projects accessible with as few restrictions as possible, while at the same time protecting sensitive data 
from inappropriate access.1  

EU-CIRCLE consortium has been fully aware that the CI domain exhibits a lack of publicly available data to 
perform comparative studies and analyses. This issue is related to many courses and especially given the 
sensitive nature of critical infrastructures and potential for misuse of this data2. On top of that issues 
related to competition between CI operators have a critical role in limiting the availability of publicly 
available information. The EU-CIRCLE project was fully aware of potential security sensitive issues that may 
arise from the use of actual critical infrastructure data on one side and the need of the research community 
to have a validated reference data set containing both critical infrastructure and climate parameters. 
Therefore, the consortium decided to develop an open data set that is free to access, reuse, repurpose, and 
redistribute. This data set is described in Section 2.2 

Which projects are part of the pilot 

EU-CIRCLE has been funded under DRS 9 -2014-2015: Disaster Resilience & Climate Change topic 1: Science 
and innovation for adaptation to climate change: from assessing costs, risks and opportunities to 
demonstration of options and practices, from the “Secure societies - protecting freedom and security of 
Europe and its citizens” challenge. However, EU-CIRCLE is also of relevance to Societal Challenge: Climate 
Action, Environment, Resource Efficiency and Raw materials which is part of the Open Data Pilot, unlike the 
Security domain. Thus, the consortium decided to make use of the ODPR given the restrictions mentioned 
in the previous paragraph. 

When your Horizon 2020 project is part of the pilot, and your data meets certain conditions, you must 
deposit your data in a research data repository where they will be findable and accessible 1.  

The data has been published in OPERAIRE repository and has been made available to the scientific 
community through this EC service. Furthermore, the data do not contain any IPR as it has been reported 
over the repository and has been distributed under Creative Commons Attribution Share-Alike 4.0. 

Creative Commons Attribution Share-Alike 4.0 (CC BY-SA 4.0) implies that :  

The scientists using the data can  

 Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format 

 Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material. 

Under the following terms: 

 Attribution — Users must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if 
changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the 
licensor endorses you or your use. 

                                                             
1
 https://www.openaire.eu/what-is-the-open-research-data-pilot 

2
 http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/grants_manual/hi/ethics/h2020_hi_ethics-self-assess_en.pdf 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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 ShareAlike — If users remix, transform, or build upon the material, they must distribute your 
contributions under the same license as the original. 

 No additional restrictions — Users may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally 
restrict others from doing anything the license permits. 

 No warranties are given. The license may not give you all of the permissions necessary for your 
intended use. For example, other rights such as publicity, privacy, or moral rights may limit how you 
use the material. 

 

Data Management Plan (DMP) 

The consortium produced “D9.8 Data Management Plan”, that describes the collection process of the 
research data and handling during and after the termination of the project.  

 

2.2 EU-CIRCLE participation 

 

The EU-CIRCLE had set from the proposal stage the ambitious objective “SimICI a unique reference test-
bed”. It will be established as a controlled environment for Simulating Interconnected (Critical) 
Infrastructures, Climate Hazards, Effects, and Risk/Impact Propagation through dynamic orchestration of 
models. It shall serve as a testbed for all developments, integrations, and evaluations performed during 
project and shall provide a reference environment for further exploitation at the end of the project. This 
serves as the primary enabler for an outreach programme intended to maximise awareness and to increase 
exploitation and ecosystem-led extension in the open-source community.3  

The process was implemented in the following steps: 

 

Step 1: Data selection for ODPR.  

The selected data was the obvious choice of the Demonstrable EUCIRCLE Scenarios in SimICI. This were part 
of the Deliverable D7.4 

 

Step 2: Data preparation 

In accordance to the DPM requirements the data have been prepared in GIS format in suitable metadata 
format and have a supporting descriptive document  

Name       Size 

SimICI_Auxilliary_datasets.zip  

md5:ba299919e5f33ad9973ab5a896941243   454.3 kB 

SimICI_Hazards_datasets.zip  

md5:5d830ae21a8438f0f8f93c09598d09ee   1.5 MB 

SimICI_MainInfrastructure_datasets.zip  

md5:b6dda2920988d0771e92e65e65379648   402.9 kB 

 

                                                             
3
 EU-CIRCLE Grant Agreement 
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Step 3: Data uploading  

The data have been uploaded through Zenodo with reference doi:10.5281/zenodo.1408743 

 

 

Table 1. Screenshot from OPENAIRE  

 

Table 2. Screenshot from ZENODO  

 
Citation should be made as: EU-CIRCLE - Virtual City Data Sets (Version v1.0) [Data set]. Zenodo. 
http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1408743 

 

Step 4: Enabling Access 

CC BY-SA 4.0 

 

Step 5: Community engagement actions 

The consortium early on had identified the potential of the data set and to this extend has designed and 
implementing an outreach strategy to support this plan. It is extensively described in section 4.  

http://dx.doi.org/10.5281%2Fzenodo.1408743
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3 ODPR data 

The open pilot data are briefly described in the following paragraphs. The specific elements of the data are 
extensively described in D7.4 “Demonstrable EUCIRCLE Scenarios in SimICI” 

 

3.1 Brief description of data 

The data have been split in three thematic areas.  

Main Infrastructure A number of Critical Infrastructure data were collected for a reference area and virtual 
data were constructed based on these, which are described below. All the data were organized as Virtual 
Environment Datasets.  Open Sources were used for the collection of data while the elaboration of data 
and the construction of the virtual datasets were based on bibliography and available statistics by Hellenic 
Statistical Authority. The sizing of the constructed Infrastructure Networks were based on real data 
available in bibliography.  

Auxiliary Data Sets A number of supplementary data for supporting the Hazard modelling procedures and 
simulations and the Hazard and Risk mapping within Eu-Circle project were collected and created for a 
virtual area. The data were organized as Virtual Environment Auxiliary Datasets and are described in the 
following table.  The collection and the elaboration of data for the construction of the following 
supplementary virtual datasets were based on bibliography and available open access spatial data provided 
by the Greek Authorities.  

Hazard Data Sets. A number of datasets related to Forest Fire and Flood Hazards were created for a Virtual 
area resulting from respective hazard modelling and Simulations and are described in the following table. 
The hazard datasets were based on topographic and fuel type data for the Virtual area 

3.1.1 Description of the Main Infrastructure Data Sets 

 

Data format : Shape files representing point, line or polygon spatial layers  depending on the type of information  

Coordinate system: WGS84 World Mercator Projection  

 

Infrastructure Data set Shape file name Contents (type) 

Drinking water network 

the drinking water network was 

created (not a hydraulic equivalent of 

the actual network) based on the 

road network. A water treatment 

plant and pumping stations were 

added in order to depict  assets of 

drinking water infrastructure 

DW_links.shp Drinking Water links (lines) 

DW_nodes.shp Drinking Water nodes (points) 

Electricity network 

The virtual Electricity Network was 

created based on Road Network and  

the spatial distribution of the basic 

city components and services.   

photoVolt.shp  Photovoltaic installation (points) 

powerplant.shp  Power Plant (points) 

stepd_sub20_230v.shp  Distribution Substations (points) 

Voltline.shp Distribution Lines (lines) 
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stepd_sub150_20.shp  Step down Substations 

stepd_subUn150_20v.shp Step down Underground Substations 

(points) 

StepUP_sub150.shp  Step up Substations (points) 

trHvolt_tower500.shp  High Voltage Transmission Towers 

(points) 

voltHiline500m High Voltage Transmission Towers (lines) 

windGen.shp  Wind Generator  (points) 

Oil network 

A virtual Oil Network was created 

based on  the spatial distribution of 

relevant city components and 

services (e.g port) 

Oilpipel.shp   Oil Pipe Line (lines) 

oilpumpST.shp  Oil Pumping Station (points) 

oilstorage.shp Oil Storage (points) 

Transportation 

 Port  

National and Major road network. 

 

 

 

 

 

NATIONAL_ROAD_NETWORK.shp National Roads Network (lines) 

MAJOR_ROAD_NETWORK.shp 

 

Major Road Network (lines) 

Portpoly.shp Port (polygon) 

Government 

 

Governmental infrastructure  

 

City_Services.shp City Services buildings (points) 

Education.shp  Schools  (points) 

Hospital.shp Hospitals (points) 
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3.1.2 Description of the Auxiliary Data Sets 

 

Data format :   

-  Shape files representing point, line or polygon spatial layers  depending on the type of information  

-  ArcGIS AscciGrid representing raster data 

Coordinate system : WGS84 World Mercator Projection  

 

Auxilliary Data set Shape file name Contents (type) 

Fuel map 

The fuel map with 7 fuel types  

according to Prometheus 

classification was created with the 

appropriate reclassification of Corine 

Land Cover data.   

Fueltypes.asc Fuel Types (raster) 

Topography 

 Maps of Altitude in meters and slope 

in percentages 

Altitude.asc Altitude in meters (raster) 

slope.asc Slope percentage (raster) 

Other data sets 

Spatial Elements which contribute to 

the visualization of the Virtual 

Environment 

Commercial.shp   Commercial Buildings (points)  

Coastline.shp Coastline (lines) 
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3.1.3 Hazard Data Sets 

 

Data format :  

- Shape files representing point, line or polygon spatial layers  depending on the type of information  

- ARC-INFO ascii grid files  

Coordinate system : WGS84 World Mercator Projection  

 

Hazard Data sets Dataset file name Contents (type) 

Floods 

Flood_Inundation map (in meters) 

resulting from flood simulator under 

selected meteorological scenario  

Flood_Inundation_WDraster_CIR

P_PEAK.asc 

Flood_Inundation (raster) 

 

Flood_Inundation_WDraster_CIR

P_300s.asc 

Flood inundation raster at given 

temporal interval output during a 

simulation 

Fires 

Fire behaviour,  spread  and smoke 

maps resulting from fire simulator 

under selected meteorological 

scenario. 

The duration of fire simulation was 5 

hours, with 30 minutes fire contours.  

 The duration of smoke simulation 

was 6 hours, with 2 hours intervals  

Smoke maps units: μg/m^3 

 

fire5h30msteps.asc Forest Fire 30 minutes step contours for 

a five hour simulation  

fire5h_steps_flin_ros.shp Forest Fire 30 simulation with steps, rate 

of spread and fireline intensity 

information included as attributes. 

(points)  

 

smoke2hstep1.asc 

smoke2hstep2.asc 

smoke2hstep3.asc 

Forest  fire smoke maps* (raster) 

*hour 2 map ->  Step1 

*hour 4 map ->  Srep2 

*hour 6 map ->  Step3 
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4 Community Outreach strategy 

The consortium designed and implemented a coherent strategy to maximise the publicity of the ORDP data 
set. The strategy consists of the following elements as visualised in Figure 1. D 

 

Figure 1. EU-CIRCLE community strategy description 

 

1. Design phase. The design phase was build based on the study of best practices on how to manage 
and disseminate the open pilot data, the JPI - Climate community dissemination documents and 
through initial discussions with stakeholders and the project’s SAG. The two main components of 
this phase include  

a. Groups identification: the identified groups for communicating the ORDP material are 1/ 
Primary Group of Interest: Organizations that are directly connected with the EU-CIRCLE 
concept, objectives and expected outcomes, and include CI community, Climatology-
Meteorology Community and Disaster Risk Reduction community; 2/ Secondary Group of 
Interest includes EU and International projects and initiatives that are interested in close 
collaboration.  

b. Targeted actions: the consortium decided that the most efficient way will be through 
dissemination channels to make presentation in conferences, through the project’s website 
and scientific publications.  
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2. Implementation phase. The implementation phase is implemented during the project duration and 
consists of two elements: 

a. Data production. The data produced to participate in the ORDP are described in section 3 
of this document. 

b. Data dissemination. The activities performed during this period are summarised in the next 
paragraph.  

3. Sustainability phase. This phase is related to the continuation of the data after the project 
terminates. Its success will be linked to the wide spread dissemination of the ORDP data and 
generated interest in them. The consortium is committed to continue expanding the data and 
include more and different types of hazards that were considered of interest during the project 
lifetime. 

a. Data curation: The consortium is committed to continue working on the data and perform 
activities for maintenance, together with the capacity to add value to data. 

b. Data expansion: The consortium has identified that new hazards should have been included 
in the data set. As examples the hurricanes, such as the Mediterranean Hurricane that hit 
Greece between 28-30 September 2018, the extreme drought of Central Europe of the 
2018 summer period, lightning and thunderstorms should make their way to the data set. 

c. Links. The consortium will try to integrate the data set to existing initiatives such as the 
DRMKC, the JRC operated ERNCIP and NIST-Community Resilience, and OASIS hub. 

 

4.1 Activities performed during the project duration 

 

The consortium implemented the following activities during the course of the project 

Type Description 

Web 

 

Pubications Theodoros Katopodis, Athanasios Sfetsos, Vasiliki Varela, Stelios Karozis, Georgios 
Karavokyros, Georgios Eftychidis, Ilias Gkotsis, Georgios Leventakis, Ralf Hedel, 
Ifigenia Koutiva, Christos Makropoulos, EU-CIRCLE methodological approach for 
assessing the resilience of the interconnected critical infrastructures of the virtual 
city scenario to climate change, Energetika 64(1), pp 23–31, 2018 
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 T. Katopodis, A.Sfetsos, V. Varela, G. Karavokyros, Ifigenia Koutiva, C. 
Makropoulos, D.Prior, Demonstrable EU-CIRCLE scenarios in SimICI based on the 
interconnected European Critical Infrastructure of a virtual city, SafeAthens 2017, 
28-30 June 2017 Athens Greece 

 Athanasios Sfetsos, Theodoris Katopodis, Anastasia Eleftheriadou, George 
Eftychids, Ilias Gkotsis, George Leventakis, Ralf Hedel, Stefan Hamman, Louisa M. 
Shakou, Cleo Varianou Mikellidou, George Boustras, Catherine Freissinet, Jean 
Lecroart, Midori Million, Tariq Hisham, Chaminda Pathirage, Nenad Petrovic, Alen 
Stranjik, How interconnected critical infrastructures can support societal resilience 
under future climate: The EU-CIRCLE approach,  

Conferences DRMKC, meeting Brussels 20-21 March 2017 

 12th International Conference on Critical Information Infrastructures Security, 
CRITIS 2017, October 8-th/13-th 2017, Lucca Italy 

 2nd International Workshop on Modelling of Physical, Economic and Social 
Systems for Resilience Assessment in 14-16 of December 2017 

 SafeAthens 2017, 28-30 June 2017 Athens Greece 

 European Climate Change Conference, Glasgow Scotland June 2017 

 

 


